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Economics, empathy, and social and ethical responsibility issues “permeate Vernon Lee’s
aesthetic views” as they evolved in her forty books, articles, and letters. Lee envisioned
her philosophy of art with an eye to all that surrounds, i.e. the conditions necessary for art
and the reception by the audience. While a community of selves fosters creating and
appreciating art, the most important activity involves the way individual selves, making
ideological and ethical choices, live their lives. In Miss Brown Lee proved “moral habit” to
be a “sturdy keeper of cultural and social values,” and with psychological insight she
noted the important role of personality in human choice. In casting a wider gaze, Lee
considered time and place in social conditions insofar as they allowed for good living. Lee
developed a more inclusive aesthetics after attending socialist and labor union meetings.
Lee’s  theories  of  aesthetics  were  also  influenced  by  her  interest  in  Italy’s  socialist
movements,  especially  their  notions  of  equal  dignity  of  social  classes  and  universal
suffrage, and in Italy’s “current visible and tangible misery” about which she wrote in her
letters to Gaetano Salvemini, “there is not a living soul who actually cares.” Aesthetics,
she concluded, has a role in teaching and healing. But patriarchy is the problem with the
“mal-distribution of wealth” and so the healthiness of social conditions. A member of the
Union of Democratic Control, Lee agreed with its repudiation of alliances, reduction of
armaments, and hopes for a just peace. The ideals she voiced were of a democratic, non-
nationalistic Europe, borders drawn by native peoples, and an intellectual elite governing.
Aesthetics,  a  democratic  affair  for  Lee,  flourishes  best  in  a  world  conceived  of  globally,
composed  of  socially  responsible  individuals.  Aesthetics,  necessarily  a  social  affair,  is
influenced  by  individual  and  community  and  in  turn  influences  their  moral  value.
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